SAFETY KNIFE

Art.-No.: 158.212

Concealed blade for
maximum protection
of users and goods

Innovative 3in1-blade
head for cutting, scraping
and splitting

Light ergonomic handle
for right and left handers

6 mm cutting depth
for all common
cutting materials

2-cutting edge blade
(not changeable) for a
double period of use

Guide surfaces
for easier diagonal
cutting

Practical eyelet
for a secure
attachment

CONCEALED BLADE

3IN1 BLADE HEAD

ERGONOMICALLY SHAPED

CLEVER GUIDE SURFACES

NO BLADE CHANGE

CUTTING TECHNOLOGY

This safety knife doesn‘t need a sharp tip
to be a smart knife. The cutting head is flat
and relatively small, the two noses on each
side have the perfect length to protect,
and both cutting edges are wide enough to
safely and effortlessly cut 2-ply cardboard.

Another reason why the safety knife
can cut through cardboard so easily?
The guide surfaces located right at
the front of the safety knife help you
to cut at an angle. Angled cutting
means less material resistance!

The safety knife fits like a glove. It‘s
so comfortable to hold, that it feels like
an extension of your hand. With it you
can cut cardboard, split tape, open
plastic strapping … you can even scrape
residue off surfaces.

The Carsystem safety knife is a disposable
knife. The blade can neither get lost nor
injure you during blade change. When the
time has come, you can easily dispose of
the safety knife with your residual waste.

F o r m o r e i n fo r m a t i o n v i s i t u s o n :
w w w. c a r s y s t e m . o r g

Right handed? Left handed? It’s really all
the same. The safety knife fits perfectly
in any hand. Gently arched outer edges,
coupled with light ribbing and a low
weight, ensure an ergonomic experience.

The Carsystem safety knife cuts almost
everything you would normally cut with a
knife. However, we recommend that you use
your free hand to hold flexible materials,
such as foil, in place. For cardboard boxes
we recommend an angle of 45°.
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